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Weekly Newsletter from 16 – 20 April 2018  

Lower side market is holding which is great news…take your time to read first 

sections peacefully  

 

Dear Members,  

I still recommend meditating everyday morning, it is very important for the soul. Just remember; 

nature or God has provided us with three things to run our life carefully and successfully: they are 

brain, heart, and soul. Brain (mind) gives us intellectual, thinking/researching and communication 

with the body, as well as the outer world. The Heart gives us emotions, love, affection, caring, etc. The 

brain acts on what the heart says sometimes and other times it can refuse what heart says, because 

brains work in a practical or theoretical way according to reason. The Heart can give birth to feelings.  

The Soul is the most important because it gives us awareness. It gives direction of right and wrong, 

because it doesn’t work with emotions and with reason. When you try understanding yourself it 

means you are knocking at the door of who you are, where you come from and why you are here. 

Awakening is the most beautiful experience because it connects to your soul. If you connect to your 

soul then you will start experiencing that one by one the chakras start activating and the most 

powerful energy forces will start taking birth within each Chakra.  

I know I love talking about the brain, heart, and soul. At the same time I love talking about astrology, 

which is the essence of how nature will react in the coming time and how it will influence the human 

brain which is theoretical. If you want learn astrology, you need bring the brain, heart, and soul 

together because you are ready to predict the future or you are ready to read what nature is indicating 

for the world and then you can keep going into detail from the world, to a county, to a city, to a family, 

and to one individual. We are all part of nature and that the reason anyone’s astro chart could be read 

very clearly if you get the date, birth, and time together. I used to love reading people’s chart when I 

was a young boy, and people used to love me because I was too young to be doing that job. From 

there I started reading the charts for countries, leaders and global events. From 1983 to 2001, I was 

able to make uncanny predictions for the world with the help or astrology and my one being (brains, 

heart and soul). After 9/11 I stop reading the worlds chart, I think I closed that door, I shutdown that 

vain which was activated and was helping me to connect brain, heart, and soul.  

I also think that my heart was influencing or overruling my brain and soul, you know heart represents 

emotions and that was the reason I failed to predict Brexit, and the outcome of the US elections. After 

the US elections I remained ignorant, which means that soul was not involved, so I was incomplete, 

and my brain was still influenced by my heart which resulted in inaccurate predictions in the 2017. 

Listening to Trumps speeches before the elections, the seed of hate was planted in me and I was not 
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able to overcome as my soul was not involved and predicted the blunder because I remained ignorant.  

In my whole career 2017 was the worst year because I provided wrong predictions of the market going 

down and I kept doubling down on that prediction till December 2017. Three major predictions in my 

35 years of predicting career were wrong, one was Brexit, and second was Trump not winning the 

election, and third was the market falling after Trump was elected. If I look back then these three 

predictions were made from the heart, not from the heart/brain/soul. It means that emotions were 

running, and whenever any decision is made with emotion it is not correct, they are just your personal 

choices.  

Anyways, let me stop here but surely, I am sure you will also try to combine the heart, brain, and soul 

to create beautiful things or to give great direction to your life because one of the most important 

principle of nature is that we all have time limits and we will depart from this naturally ruled planet 

one day. Yes, earth is god’s home because the five elements are here which give birth to life. My 

journey with you may be for the short or longer period, but surely I found my errors and the reason 

why I made the mistake of predicting Brexit and the outcome of the USA elections pushed me to 

predict a fall in the market because my heart was in 100% control of me.  

I don’t know for how many years I will keep doing financial astro cycle study, but let me tell you that I 

would be very happy to retire from my work the day I feel I have completed the journey of 

understanding nature and the market behavior pattern.  

Markets behave on actions of millions of trades, and the millions of trades are the actions of humans. 

Many will be trading under the influence of the brain, many will be making decisions based on what 

their heart says, and many will be just taking decisions on awareness (soul). I read the astro chart and 

always try to find out how the astro-cycle will influence, and which kind of movement will come. I 

know this decision keeps dragging me more in, and I am aware that I won’t able to clarify even in a 

thousand pages or in this life time because there are so many external things connected to us which 

many times influences making decisions without the brain, heart and soul. I am talking about external 

things like family, health, government rules, circumstance, need’s, nature demand’s, surrounding 

environments and the list goes on, but if you connect your heart, mind, and soul together then no one 

can stop you from being complete and succeed in your own way, may be not in worlds term but the 

why you want! 

I wish that one day I can call you to Santa Barbara, somewhere in Kenya, or India and we all sit together 

and just enjoy talking about all this. Let me start weekly newsletter other wise I will be keep writing. 

Last week globally the markets traded positively with some volatility, and this volatility will continue 

till the 29th of April 2018. Precious Metals and energy remained in a positive direction, the oil market 

tested multiyear high.  Base metals, grains and softs traded mixed to negative. Bond and currencies 

traded on both sides.  

USA and allies finally did a strike on Syria on early morning on Saturday which may to push gold and 

oil higher on Monday opening but due to New Moon this may not happen, and the markets may trade 

lower on opening hours but New Moon may support market and the end of the story could be 
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different as it is difficult to understand the New Moon. Volatility could end by the middle of the day 

so any sharp move on either side shall be taken as trading opportunity.  

We all aware that this market has an unlimited opportunity of making money but we need to have an 

idea how the market will behave in the future coming time. This year so far the astro cycle has guided 

us very accurately in the markets, commodities, and currencies. This year short term traders made 

some nice money as we could identify that this market to trade both sides in the short term rather 

than moving in one side directions.  

Gold, oil, and the markets are at a crucial stage. We still believe that S&P could easily test 3200 which 

means that a bull market could take shape in a big way and valuations can keep moving higher. Our 

view is turning positive on retailers and mining stocks which could support the markets.  

We have another eight months left in 2018, and the maximum down side could be 2550 for S&P and 

on the higher side 3200 to 3500, and on few occasions, we also mentioned that S&P may even test 

3800 which means that the market has to rally big. Stock prices may go crazily higher, it will be a 

euphoria where valuations won’t matter. This will be the final bull market before the market enter in 

to multiyear bear cycle. As per astro theory we are currently moving into the most volatile cycle of 

2018 and this cycle will end in the next two weeks. 

On the other hand oil is trading higher, slowly it has been moving towards multiyear high, in fact on 

Friday it closed at a multiyear high. Many are asking Mahendra, is oil entering a bull market, but I have 

doubts. Surely if oil trades above $65.88 for more than two days then oil could test $71.28 and that 

should be a top for oil in 2018. I don’t see any major bull market in oil stocks, in the short-term oil 

stocks may move along with oil but for medium and longer-term oil stocks will keep trading lower in 

the next decade so not a single Dollar should be invested in oil stocks in the longer term. Hedge funds 

and energy funds should have a strategy to get out from all investments in the energy area. All big 

guys should take this opportunity to get during the current rise, and if oil moves higher it could go to 

$71.28. Most of you are aware that since 2001 we have been able to predict every big move in oil 

correctly. In 2001 from $16.50 to $100, and from $145 to $30 in 2008, and in in 2014 from $100 to 

$27.71. We still believe that oils era ended in 2014, so get ready to sell oil around $71.28.  

Investors always looks for an opportunity to make money in any area where movement is coming. 

There will be momentum in a few areas and I will advise you accordingly. At this stage our short term 

gold predictions are doing very well since the last eight months, we have been recommending trading 

in and out without shorting any positions at any time. 

Soft and grains are in the process of bottoming but big momentum will still take place in metals, 

energy, and the markets. The currency market will also trade in a mixed trading pattern without 

breaking on either side until the end of May 2018, Thursday and Friday USD could rebound strongly. 

In the currency market our members will make big money after May 2018 so wait for our 

recommendations. At this stage 2718 on higher side for S&P is profit booking level for this week and 

lower side 2661 is buying level for this week.  

Last year many of traders have lost money in put options due to the fact that the market kept moving 

higher. In the last two months weekly call in SPY, QQQ and future’s indexes provided great returns.  
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Important note – Since the last four months commodities, currencies and Indexes are trading in the 

predicted ranges, daily trading or short-term trading is providing great returns so if you are not a 

subscriber of the Daily Flashnews then we recommend you to subscribe to it, or just try it out for one 

subscription. I am sure the daily flash news will help in the short term for daily trading in and out.  

Here is this week’s newsletter from 16-20 April 2018 

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS 

Last week gold and silver traded on both sides as predicted. 

Gold tested $1357 and came down as predicted….  

 

 

 

 

INDEXES 

Last week the equity market traded on both sides as 

predicted. Last week the European and Asian market also 

traded higher. Investors must remember that volatile 

astro time cycles which started from the 23rd of March is 

ending 29 April, and so the markets traded very volatile 

as predicted.  

US attack on Syria may bring some pressure during the 

electronic sessions on Sunday but there are chances that 

market will bounce back after opening so we are not recommending any short positions in market…. 

 

THIRTY YEAR BOND 

Last week Thirty-Year bond traded mixed as predicted. We are 

still recommending that it will move in the ranges of 143-00 

to 147-00. We are recommending selling Thirty Year from 

Tuesday….  

 

 

 

SOFTS COMMODITIES 
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Coffee has been trading in a narrow range around $118, and 

there are still chances that it may test $112 in the worst-

case scenario so keep this in mind even though chances of 

that happening are very less. On the higher side we are 

expecting $128. As predicted major bullish trend will start 

from the 14th of May.  

 

 

GRAINS 

Last week grains traded mixed, trading in and out remained 

the best strategy. This week the same kind of trend will 

continue. As predicted last week, soy will still struggle to 

remain above $1068, wheat $488, corn $388, and soy meal 

$395, these are selling level...  

 

 

ENERGY 

Last week oil, heating oil, and RB Gas traded sharply higher. 

Natural gas remained in a mixed trading pattern. Energy 

stocks got momentum but are still far away from early this 

year high but oil is near to multi-year which clearly indicates 

that energy stocks are struggling to match oil prices.  

On Friday oil prices remained in a positive trend. ERX is at a 

crucial level, if oil closes above $65.88 for the next two days 

then we may see ERX moving towards $40.00 means energy 

stocks will have a new life. If oil closes above $65.88 for another two days it will confirm a bullish trend 

in oil and may take oil towards $71.29…. 

CURRENCIES 

Last week currencies traded mixed or on both sides as 

predicted. Get ready to sell Australian dollar and Canadian 

dollar on Thursday, take some serious selling positions in 

Canadian dollar. We don’t see Canadian dollar going above 

0.8057. Australian dollar will be a great sell at 0.7908.  

Once again Euro will be a great sell at 1.2488, and Pound at 

1.4375. You can build short positions in both these currencies 

up to these levels. We see from any time this week a weaker 
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trend will start, but on Thursday and Friday dollar may get weaker so keep this in mind. On Monday 

and Tuesday USD may gain some value, but you must remember that we don’t see USD going above 

91.00 in the next few weeks so close longs around this level in USD or cover shorts in currencies when 

USD reaches 91.00…. 

Due to subscriptions policy, we can’t put whole news sections on website for free. Above sections 

is taken from small sections from last week newsletter weekly Newsletter.  

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma 

Sent – 16 April 2018, 04.30 AM Mumbai 

Chart are taken from ino, kitco and Trading charts websites.    

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  

trading/Investment strategies! 
 

 

Disclaimer: 

Mahendraprophey.com services are provided to you for informational purposes only and none of the information on the website or letters 

should be construed as recommendations to buy or sell a particular security, future contracts or a solicitation of offers to buy or sell a 

particular security. The author may make available, certain information related to the potential price movement of particular securities, but 

such information is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an endorsement or recommendation.   

Readers are strongly advised to use their own judgment, conduct research and to question everything that they read. The information is 

generic in nature and is not targeted at individuals or individual circumstances. All opinions are simply opinions. 

All of the content published on Mahendraprophecy.com and by Mahendra Sharma is to be used for informational purposes only and without 

warranty of any kind. 

Trading of securities, futures market and other financial instruments may not be suitable for all users of this information. Trading stocks and 

investing in the stock, options and futures market in general has large potential rewards. However, they also have large potential risks of 

losing money. 

Traders should consult their own financial advisors regarding any securities transaction, and be responsible for their own investment 

decisions. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on www.mahendraprophecy.com, under US and International 
laws. There will be heavy penalties and severe legal actions will be taken against individuals, groups, or firms who reproduce, 
copy, edit or forward our work in any way, shape or form without the authorized consent of Mahendra Sharma.   

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php 

 

Reading daily range:  When we predict a weaker trend it means that prices can break on the lower side and can 

trade below the predicted lows.  

When we predict a positive trend, it means that the daily price can break on the upside and can trade higher than 

the predicted price. 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/?track=sep4mailer
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php
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